
Jose Vargas
JavaScript| ReactJS| Redux| NodeJS| Express| SQL| HTML| CSS| Git

www.github.com/vjose2807
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+591 63762062
Santa Cruz, Bolivia

Full Stack Developer with a background in electronic engineering
and experience in web development. Graduated from the soy henry
bootcamp in Full Stack Development. Knowledgeable in agile
methodologies, Git, data structure, algorithms and CSS frameworks.
Experience in Front End and Back End development with JavaScript,
HTML, CSS, Node, React, Redux and SQL. Valuing teamwork and
self-learning, I am excited to continue growing professionally and
contribute to challenging projects.

EXPERIENCIA

Pro Hardware Market — Full Stack Developer
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE. HENRY BOOTCAMP - 800 hrs. JUNE. 12 - JULY. 14

Group project where the objective was to design and develop an
electronic store that included: searches, filtering, ordering, creation,
registration, third party authentication, shopping cart, payment
gateway, deploy, administration dashboard, notification system,
review system and stock control.

Functions:

● Bring the team together and foster collaboration to ensure
e�ective work dynamics.

● Develop back-end functionalities, implementing filters and
sorting to improve the usability of the site.

● Create and manage users in the system, ensuring secure
registration and proper access to the platform.

● Implement e-mail notifications to keep users informed of
important events.

Front: React, Material UI, Redux y CSS modules.
Back: Node y Express.
Database: PostgreSQL y Sequelize.
Repository: https://github.com/vjose2807/ProyectoFinalGrupal

SKILLS

 Teamwork.

 Resilience.

 SCRUM.

 Git.

 ReactJS.

 NodeJS.

 SQL.

 Express.

 PostgreSQL

 MySQL.

 HTML.

 CSS.

 JavaScript.

 Jira.

 Slack.

 Trello.

 GitHub

LANGUAGES

Spanish: Native

English: B1

http://www.github.com/vjose2807
mailto:vjose2807@gmail.com
https://github.com/vjose2807/ProyectoFinalGrupal


Videogames — Full Stack Developer
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE. HENRY BOOTCAMP - 800 hrs. MAY. 22 - JUN. 9

Project that aimed to develop a video game app that allows
searching, filtering, sorting and creation. Both Front End and Back
End were my responsibilities, which allowed me to apply my skills in
an integral way.

Functions:

● Design and implement an intuitive and attractive user
interface.

● Create a robust and scalable server, which ensured optimal
performance and a smooth user experience.

● Integrate an external API to obtain updated information on
video games.

● Implement search and filtering algorithms to optimize
results and provide personalized recommendations.

Front: React, Redux y CSS modules.
Back: Node y Express.
Database: PostgreSQL y Sequelize.
Repository: https://github.com/vjose2807/PI-Videogames

OTHER EXPERIENCES

● Installation and configuration of WiFi network equipment
and devices.

● Collaboration with other teams or suppliers to implement
e�cient network solutions.

● Ensure the quality and performance of the implemented
WiFi networks.

● Participation in civil construction projects and contribution
in various stages of the process.

● Teamwork and coordination with other construction
professionals to achieve project objectives.

● Compliance with regulations and safety measures during
project execution.

● Practical skills acquired in the handling of construction
tools and machinery.

EDUCATION

Henry Bootcamp

Full Stack Web Developer

800 hours of theoretical-practical
coursework. 2023.

Universidad de San Francisco Xavier
de Chuquisaca

Electronic Engineering.

Second year completed. 2023.
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